art adventures
		

AGES 3-5 ( with

an

A dult )

Every Friday @ 10:30 am
Drop by with your preschooler to see artworks in the galleries and
to do a simple art-making activity. Art Adventures is a great way
for young artists to have their first Museum experiences – with a
grown-up by their side – before coming to art classes on their own.

Now FREE for Joslyn Members!
General Public: $10 adult/child pair per session
$2 each additional child

Instructor: Therese Straseski

AUGUST

16 LANDSCAPES : Marsden Harley’s dreamlike landscapes will be our guide as we use oil and chalk
pastels to create drawings of mountains and clouds that swirl with color.

23 PRINTMAKING: Visit a sculpture of a tiny ballerina by the Impressionist Edgar Degas and learn about
his time drawing and painting at the ballet. In the studio we’ll create tiny dancers of our own to print a dance
studio full of leaping figures.

30 COLOR: Learn about color as we pour and stain canvas with warm and cool colors like what was done in
the giant painting by Helen Frankenthaler that we will see in the gallery.

SEPTEMBER

6 TEXTURE: Create a portrait print of your pet…or the imaginary pet of your dreams! We’ll visit paintings
and sculptures of animals throughout the Museum, then learn a simple printmaking technique to create pet
pictures full of texture.

13 SCULPTURE: Make a kinetic sculpture inspired by the carefully balanced shapes and lines that we’ll
see in a mobile by Alexander Calder hanging from the gallery ceiling.

20 EASEL PAINTING: Stand at your easel and create a carefully composed color field painting. Use tape to
produce colorful shapes and stripes like in paintings we’ll visit in the galleries.

27 POP ART: Take a look at pop artist Roy Lichtenstein’s lunch in the gallery, then create a menu of your
own using a “reverse drawing” technique on a sheet of clear plastic.

4 CLAY: Learn a bit about bison as we trek the galleries to find examples of these huge roamers of the
range. Return to the studio to create a small buffalo sculpture with self-hardening clay.

OCTOBER

11 COLOR: Learn all about color as we create handmade books inspired by Oliver Jeffers’ grumpy crayons
in the book The Day the Crayons Quit.

8 PORTRAITS: Marvel at a giant, glittering portrait by Mickalene Thomas before embellishing a photo of
yourself with bright color, glitter, and gems.

18 PATTERN: Illustrations by James E. Ransome, from the book Clara and the Freedom Quilt, will show us
how to collect and combine shapes to create a quilt block pattern. We’ll share our quilt block with others to
create a collaborative quilt-inspired print on paper.

25 IMAGINATION: Take a look at a painting in the gallery that will encourage us to imagine “what’s behind
that door?” In the studio, show us what you imagined by placing it behind a door that allows people to peak
into your imagination.
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